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Stockbank.
Stockbank is a two storey building located in the Northern illawarra suburb of Bulli on the corner
of the Princess Hwy and Park Road. It was designed by the architect William Wardell1 and built in 1888.
Bulli was one of the earliest sites of European settlement in the Illawarra and has been a coal-mining
village since the early 1860‟s (Mitchell 3). Originally a bank serving “Bulli‟s thriving business
community”, the building has had an extensive collection of functions and inhabitants. This collection of
histories imbues the building and particularly it‟s upper gallery spaces with an evocative and emotive
aspect. The building is an amalgamation of both commercial and the domestic with public and private
narratives.
The original bank closed in 1894 during the “colonial depression of the 1890‟s”. In the early 1900s
it was opened as offices for the architect Alexander Leckie Elphinstone before the Bulli Shire Council
took over the building for two years until 1908. The building by all accounts then remained disused until
1911 when it became the local post office and remained so for the following eleven years. The premises
then passed to a “branch of the English Scottish and Australian Bank”. Following this Stockbank was
inhabited as a private dwelling before being split into a commercial and domestic residency with the
addition of a “boot repairing shop”. The building then returned to a private residency before being
restored

and

decorated

with

“period

ornaments

and

old

mining

photographs”

and

transformed

into

a

restaurant. Interestingly, it is at this point that Dr Winifred Mitchell‟s historical account ends in his
publication A Walk Round Bulli‟s Historical Township and where my living memory of this site begins
(Mitchell
1

Wardell also designed St. Mary‟s Cathedral, Sydney, in 1868.

10).

This is my place.
Growing up in Woonona, on the southern boundary of Bulli, I have been aware of Stockbank House since
my very early childhood. For me, the changing colours of the external walls have indicated the changes to
Stockbank through its transient occupying businesses. My childhood recollections of Stockbank are of the
building as the restaurant to which Mitchell refers (Mitchell 10). I remember vividly the calligraphy
font of the restaurant‟s name painted across the violet external walls. However, since Mitchell‟s
publication, the various functions of the building have continued to change. After the restaurant, the
building was occupied by a real estate agent and painted steel grey. In 2009 the Beach Art shop and
gallery opened and the street façade painted federation burgundy.
The opportunity to exhibit in Stockbank is for me an evocative experience. It recalls my childhood
explorations and wonderings in Bulli, and echoes the lives and experiences of my mother and aunts who
grew up and still mainly reside in the immediate area.
My Grandfather, Peter Kyle, and Nana, Elizabeth Kyle, arrived from Scotland with three young
daughters on the Iberia in October of 19562. My Grandfather was a doctor and had immigrated with his
family as a Medical Officer with the Australian Army. He was stationed for two years at Kapooka, before
resigning his post and taking up a General Practitioners position in Tumbarumba. Tumbarumba as my Nana
elusively explains, “didn‟t work out”. It was the next move which brought my family to Bulli and the
Northern suburbs of Wollongong. My grandfather had successfully applied for a position as a GP at the
Bulli surgery3 located on park Road, and spent the next thirteen years working only a few doors down from
2
3

It had been a five week journey as they had had to round the Cape of Good Hope.
The original practice was situated at 72 Park Rd, however this is now Southern Pathology after the relocation of the surgery to 74 Park Road.

Stockbank. Passing away in 1980 before my first birthday, my grandfather was for me a mixture of other
people‟s stories and memories. The strongest impression of him came from my childhood visits to the Bulli
medical practice where his partner, Dr. Fenley, still practiced. I could imagine him throughout the rooms
of the surgery and would pretend I could hear his voice through closed doors.
Having moved to and from this area repeatedly throughout my life and having never officially myself
resided in Bulli I have never been a true local. I discovered this in 2008 when I began working at the
Heritage

Hotel

in

Bulli

diagonally

opposite

Stockbank.

It

was

during

this

period

that

I

had

the

opportunity to get to know many of the local residents of Bulli and had the privilege to share their
stories, recollections and lives which were tightly bound to their strong sense of place and belonging4.
In installing the exhibition I ran into many people I had come to know and care for during my stint
behind the Heritage‟s bar and each of them continues to make me feel as if I‟m now coming home.
The

art

theorist

Chris

Murray

states

that

within

the

collection

the

collector

builds

an

autobiographical catalogue of objects which reflect his comprehension and depth of recognition of the
world he contains and governs (Murray 33).

Here at Stockbank, positioned between my late Grandfather‟s

surgery and the Heritage Hotel, I realize that the collection of my own, and many of the locals intimate
narratives have created a site from which I have a vast catalogue and „depth of recognition‟ not for a
world which I contain or govern but for one which I keep closed away secreted into the drawers and
shelves of my autobiographical memory. I no longer live or work here, however, this continues to be my
strongest source of collected memory, narrative and connection to site.
4

This strong sense of belonging and place most likely stems from the early coal mining history of the town. As Mitchell writes the original coal
miners heralded from Britain‟s Newcastle where mining coal mining had been carried out since 1804. “They brought with them their work practices
and customs, the forming of a mine „lodge‟ into which they paid weekly contributions to insure them in case of accident or sickness and to help
their widows if they were killed.” This practice and the continuing strength of the Bulli miner‟s union all anticipate the evolution of an
incredibly tight knit community, which protected and supported its own.

This is my place.

Introduction
The exhibition Trace consists of several bodies of work which encompass installation, photography
and sculptural work. The exhibition is an extension, refinement and evolution of the exhibit Wonder: The
Collection,

The

Cabinet,

The

Container

The

Trace.

It

illustrates

the

close

alignment

between

my

theoretical research, my practical methodologies and conceptual underpinnings. In doing so the work
displayed in Trace continue to express core narratives and processes articulating modes of collection,
containment, codification (both visual and textual), memory, self, object, curiosity, wonder5 and trace6.
A trace is an article, fragment or specimen which can be observed and discovered as a vestige or
sign by means of investigation. Throughout my practical concepts and methodologies the trace as signifier
of presence and absence is often employed. It is a critical aspect of my art making and has become a

Fig. 2. The Curiosity of The Contained (Detail).
5

As with my thesis, the reference to wonder in my practical work “is not concerned with concepts of the sublime or miraculous but rather as a
progenitor of curiosity and examination” (Cochrane 9).
6
These are the same core narratives which have been present in my practical work both overtly and covertly since the first work entitled Trace
produced as an undergraduate in 2002. See appendix 1.1

methodology through which I view, experience and approach site and landscape. Upon observing the upper
gallery spaces of Stockbank I was immediately drawn to the opportune space for investigating such traces.
The original exposed roughly hewn floorboards offer an invitation for intense scrutiny, as do the
crevices surrounding the fireplace. The chipped gloss paint in the stairwell and doorframes articulates
the

movement

of

large

objects

within

the

space

and

translates

a

coming

and

going.

The

essential

domesticity of these two rooms entice the viewer to consider these aspects of my work.
Entering Stockbank the viewer accesses the gallery spaces via a steep and narrow staircase. Each
step bears traces of a long history of footsteps upon the stair tread identified by the concave profile
of the wood hidden beneath the carpet. Ascending the stairwell the viewer enters a narrow landing and
hall leading to the two gallery rooms. The first of these two gallery spaces contains the two cabinetry
pieces The Curiosity of The Contained, the works Untitled I (Ellen 1888), and Vestiges of Domesticity.
This is the smaller of the two rooms and contains the original fireplace. The pieces in this room are
intentionally installed to highlight the more intimate nature of this space. I have identified this room
as a sitting room into which the works included are or have been placed at a lower mode engaging a more
personal mode of interaction. This intimacy of viewing is also suggested by the low ceiling height and
requests a more considered viewing. The Curiosity of the Collected references the „cabinets of curiosity‟
which were designed for study but also to be placed “into drawing rooms for the express enlightenment and
entertainment of their owners and guests”7 (Kogens Kunstkammer: The Kings Kunstkammer, Cochrane 32). The
works which comprise the series Untitled I (Ellen 1888) are mounted in small frames of two different
sizes and styles. The first of this series are contained in deep square frames which when hung lean away

7

“Each Kunstschranke had a multitude of drawers filled with
and comprehend.” (Habsburg 209)

(a) myriad (of) implements and objects… all requiring days to discover, examine,

from the wall at the top end. This allowed me to suspend them so that the viewer looks up into them. They
lean slightly down to the floor of the room reflecting the pressing in of the low ceiling. The second and
lower hung works sit flush to the wall slightly above the level of the mantelshelf and the work Vestiges
of Domesticity and require the average heighted viewer to crouch slightly to view them.
Entrance to the second room requires the viewer to return to the landing and pass along the top of
the stairwell. This front room of the building is much larger in all its proportions and the ceiling
soars above the viewer. Within this room I have installed the final pieces in the exhibition Things I
Know About Your Debris8, Citing the Landscape, and Collecting Site. These sculptural and photographic
works express most vividly the strong lineage that is present in all my work but is most overt in the
dialogue of these pieces. Chronologically Citing the Landscape is the first of these pieces and its
conceptual and material characteristics link these three bodies of work. As with all the pieces it is
concerned with identifying site through collected traces. It employs the bottle and other forms of
containment as methodologies of navigating and narrating site. Citing The Landscape was conceptualized
during and after my first specific field trip to Hill End in 2006. The methodology of the field trip was
employed to allow myself to engage for an extended period of time in a familiar yet foreign landscape.It
was from this first trip that the second body of work Collecting Site was conceptualised. Returning from
the

2006

fieldwork,

I

had

numerous

bottled

specimens,

sketches

and

journal

entries,

hundreds

of

photographic references, several shards of coloured glass and three pieces of broken china. These final
few fragments of glass and ceramic, haphazardly collected on the Tambaroora fossicking fields, began an

8

When dynabolting the stainless steel shelf to the wall for Things I Know About Your Debris holes had to be pre drilled into the wall. With each
re-positioning of the drill as the bit passed through the plaster wall coating into the original brick a fine powder was produced and tumbled to
the floor. Each hole produced these historic traces of the original brick and offered a variety of colours, textures, and densities.

epic examination and collection of material culture during the return trip in 2007 eventuating in the
work Collecting Site.
Things I Know About Your Debris was influenced and shaped by these examinations of site through the
collection

of

traces

as

specimens,

objects

and

artefacts

and

of

containment

as

a

conceptual

and

methodological narrative construct. The pieces are installed to offer direction for the viewer by means
of space assigned for movement amid, through and beside these works. Things I Know About Your Debris
incorporates floor space through which the viewer can pass unhindered between the various aspects of the
installation;

from

table

and

reference

book

to

the

bottle

lined

shelf

in

a

cycle

of

curiosity,

observation and investigation. Citing the Landscape is positioned in a linear manner that reflects the
lines of the shelf in Things I Know About Your Debris. Finally Collecting Site is double hung in a manner
that reflects the drawers in the piece The Curiosity of The Contained.
This exhibition examines a dialogue with objects and narratives which references wonder as an
instigation of curiosity and further investigation. Each body of work references wonder as a methodology
to dissect and examine concepts of collection, cataloguing, containment and traces. I have continually
returned to these concepts throughout my doctoral program and have used systematic constructs, both
objective and idiosyncratic, in my negotiations of articulating and defining knowledge, experience and
memory. This exhibition is a culmination of such ruminations and defines their individual development and
expression.

1. The Curiosity of The Contained
The two cabinets of the piece entitled The Curiosity of The Contained are a reconsideration of the
work Curious Expressions & Impossible Wonders9. They are examinations of the same themes of containment,
viability of collection and the myths related to the aims of cabinets from the Early Modern10 period.
“These pre-Linnean11 collections were bound by internal systems dictated by the individual collectors and
as such, both the object as a singular entity and the collection as a whole were contained by the
imagined, the wistful and the palpable. As Georgius Everhardus Rumphius, author and botanist writes
“curiosity and objective knowledge” could not co-exist and it would be “scientific specialisation” which
would eventual tame and displace curiosity” (cviii, Cochrane 7).
As discussed in detail within my thesis the common concept of a „cabinet of curiosity‟ is correctly
termed a Wunderschranke. These articles were inclusive pieces of “furniture constructed from wood with
the express intent of housing foreign materials (Stafford et al 7, Cochrane 31). Fig. 4 is a detail taken
from an engraving of Father Claude Du Molinet‟s (1620-1687) collection dating from around 1675 and
depicts the form from which these freestanding cabinets were conceptually sourced. The concept behind the
pieces

The

Curiosity

of

The

Contained

was

to

examine

the

Wunderschranke

in

terms

of

a

transient

negotiation between pre and post Linnaean systems of classification, and to question the validity of the
collectors aims to construct a world view that at its base is articulated by and for the self (Cochrane
9).

9

See appendix 1.2 and 1.3
The term „Early Modern” refers to the period between the sixteenth to seventeenth centuries (Baldick, Cochrane 2)
11
Carlos Linnaeus (1707-78) was a Swedish botanist who founded a universal classification system for botany and zoology which involved binomial
Latin names (Soanes et al Linnaeus, Carlos). From which all modern biology and taxonomy is founded (Philp 3).
10

The

carcasses

of

the

two

cabinets

are

identical

in

construction,

however,

through

individual

selection of the legs, the use of staining, two distinct metal plate and engraving fonts as well as the
employment of common and taxonomical naming systems identifies the cabinets as residing on either side of
Linnaeus taxonomical revolution.
The cabinet on the right, with it‟s elegantly curving legs, rich staining and brass plates resides
in the realm of collection whereby classification and naming of specimens, objects and artefacts was in
general a haphazard and personal methodology. The domain of the collection was in a state of flux;
objects “migrated” between classifications and, as new connections were made, knowledge evolved.

Fig. 3. The Curiosity of The Contained

This is particularly evident in the case of narwhal horns, which until the seventeenth century were
hunted

by

Vikings

and

their

decedents

and

sold

as

Unicorn

horns,

to

beguile

collectors

who

were

insatiable in their consumption of such specimens (Impey et al 3). As Smith and Findlen describe, the
unicorn horn and the griffin‟s claw were “entirely natural” sourced in the first instance from a narwhal
and in the second originating from either a “bison‟s or ox‟s horn”. These wondrous and marvelous
artefacts were as the authors describe simply an “act of reinterpretation” that allows “the imaginary” to
translate the real (Smith et al 308). Putnam adheres to this concept of the transformation from real to
imaginary stating that such “mythical creatures” were invented during the seventeenth century solely to
provide collectors with “physical specimens” to grace their luxurious cabinets (Putnam 75). These objects
of wonder could only be conceived through their essential materiality. Their acute tangibility made them
unquestioningly

real

and

yet

their

occurrence

shifted

pre-conceived

notions,

beliefs

and

learning

(Cochrane 133-4). The labels also comment on the plausibility of the traditional collections and the
catalogue of specimens they contained. The dual methodology of this questioning is concerned initially
with artefacts which were traditionally collected under a fantastical guise, as in the case of the
“Unicorn Horn” whereby the corresponding taxonomical name is that of the animal Mondon monoceros or
Narwhal which finds direct reference and illustration in this work.
The list of specimens appearing on the drawer fronts are sourced directly from original engravings
of

„cabinets

of

curiosity‟

and

where

the

identification

of

such

specimens

does

not

allow

a

full

identification of the specimen the corresponding genus name remains incomplete. In The Curiosity of The
Contained this engages the viewer to consider that vast proportion of unidentified and dislocated flora,
fauna, specimens, artifacts and fragments that were consumed into the collectors realm. As with Curious
Expressions & Impossible Wonders by making the internal spaces of the drawer impossible to access and

employing the authoritative addition of the label I engage an uncertainty between viewer and collection.
Within the collection it is the collector who holds authority over the objects dictating modes of
display, classification and viewer access. The drawer as an object of gesture is severed from the viewer
and the text becomes the only negotiation with objects whether real or imagined. As the constructor of
this collection I retain control of the unknown within the enclosed spaces. Unlike the drawers in Curious
Expressions & Impossible Wonders those of Curious Expressions & Impossible Wonders are constructed as
false drawers there is no means of accessing the internal realms of these Wunderschranke without the
total destruction of the pieces. In negotiating systems of containment concerned with structure and text,
Curious

Expressions

&

Impossible

Wonders

enables

a

dialogue

of

uncertainty

and

infallibility

that

encapsulates the intriguing collections of the Wunderkammern and „cabinets of curiosity‟ through it‟s
inaccessible internal spaces. The employment of containment is a methodology of control, articulation and
identification (Cochrane 135)

2. Untitled I (Ellen 1888)
The series Untitled I (Ellen 1888) is an extension and refocusing of the work Go. Move. Shift.12.
This original exhibited series evolved from my initial field trip to Hill End in 2006 and was originally
explored using corroding metal paint and patterns taken from photographs taken at the Hill End General
Cemetery13.

These

first

canvases

entitled

Weathering Echoes on a Scarred Landscape14
remained unresolved and whilst I re-employed
the process15 in the creation of the series
Go.

Move.

latest

Shift.16

works

it

that

wasn‟t
the

until

these

composition

of

materials, imagery and methodology formed a
coherent conceptual understanding.
Untitled I (Ellen 1888) returns to the
original concepts of depicting and exploring
the primary photographic material collected
on my initial field trip whilst focusing the
material characteristics of all my previous investigations. The initial concept of this series was the
employment of blocked pattern as a fragment of its entire form to express modes of deterioration and
Fig. 5. Untitled I (Ellen 1888) and Untitled II (Ellen 1888)
12
13
14
15
16

Go.
See
See
See
see

Move. Shift. appeared in the 2008 exhibition Wonder: The Collection, The Cabinet, The Container & The Trace.
appendix 1.4
appendix1.5
appendix 1.6 and 1.7
appendix 1.8

absence. The aim of these images was to further dislocate these fractured patterns as traces of their
whole and to explore decorative aspects of containment and narrative construct. In looking through my
photographic records from the 2006 trip I identified the wrought iron fencing around many of the grave
sites as a methodology of containment and as decorative classification imposed by the aesthetic choices
made for the individual in their essential absence. It is the presence of such extensive features which
further defines and individualises the gravesites.
Where the work Go. Move. Shift. had been located in place through decorative
domestic patterning chosen by previous inhabitants of my
then current residence the works Untitled I (Ellen 1888)
evolved in such a manner as to be strongly anchored to the
familiar site of Hill End. The material characteristics of
this final series illuminate and reflect my narratives and
negotiations

of

this

specific

landscape.

The

second

conceptual lineage which has continued through Weathering
Echoes on a Scarred Landscape, Go. Move. Shift., and into
Untitled I (Ellen 1888) is the notion of transience. Where
it was expressed within the cardboard moving boxes and
transient patterns of a temporary domestic landscape in
Go. Move. Shift.,

Fig. 9. Untitled II
(Ellen 1888)

the new series explores this notion of transience through the

deteriorating properties of the materials used. As with the original canvases
which mimicked the corroding effects of the wrought iron by environmental elements
Fig. 7. Hill End General
Cemetery

this continues the materiality of transience through the steel metal plates onto

which the leafing has been applied. Time becomes a facet of the works that is visually articulated
through the corrosion of the material‟s surface. This particular surface is incredibly sensitive to rust
and as such illustrates the essential disintegration of the original iron fencing. The series Untitled I
(Ellen 1888) takes its name from my desire to form a connection between the familiar site of Hill End, to
which I have continually returned and Stockbank. The concept of

linking these sites along with the

specific imagery led me to locate a headstone from the hill End General Cemetery whose inscribed date
corresponded to the construction of Stockbank. Intriguingly, the only such example I could identify
belonged to a woman named Ellen who passed away in 1888 and whose inscription recorded only her Christian
name. This unusual brevity imparted an intriguing correlation to the concepts of the patterns depicted as
fragmented and incomplete in the series.

4.Vestiges of Domesticity
Vestiges of Domesticity examines domestic debris and is a series of small woven forms 17. These wire
netted baskets were conceptualized during the early construction of the piece Things I know About Your
Debris as a response to my intense scrutiny of domestic traces. I was intrigued by the idea of collecting
these substances and specimens over a long period of time without any direct intervention.
While Vestiges of Domesticity was originally displayed very effectively upon a light box allowing an
intense examination of these small forms and their trapped debris the first gallery room in Stockbank has
allowed me to display them in a manner which highlights their domestic origins. In this first gallery
room the original fireplace and crowning mantelshelf allowed me to install these netted traps so as to
highlight the domestic characteristics of the series and also the space itself. The mantelshelf is
commonly employed to hold trinkets associated with recollection, photographs and the like, it imbues a
sense of preciousness and a treasured quality. In framing the netted traps through these associations of
intimate narratives I am aligning the trace of debris as indicator of relevant events, presence and daily
habitation. These are the relics of ourselves which most personally expose our methodologies of living
and inhabiting. It is within our daily routines, movements and practices where our most telling traces
are unnoticeably shed.
The concept of trapping the debris traces of a domestic space led me to weave these small forms
which were positioned around my shared living spaces. To clearly identify the positioning of these
objects I choose to weave them using three different wires. The first were made from copper wire and were
17

The methodology of weaving and netted forms has continued to appear throughout my working practice since 2005. Through these practices I have
continued to explore “concepts of time based practical explorations” and as forms and techniques which can be dictated by rule-based
methodologies (Cochrane 161).

placed around wet areas; the shower, kitchen sink and laundry. The copper wire was chosen to reflect the
copper piping which feeds these areas. The second lot of pieces were made with plastic coated wire which
were placed around electrical cabling; television, study computer and fridge. These highlighted the
insulated wiring supplying power to these common household appliances. The final netted forms were placed
in

general

thoroughfares

around

the

house;

Fig. 10. Vestiges of Domesticity

beside the front door, next to a bookcase in a hallway and under the lip of the lounge. The grey colour
of the wire allowed them to be virtually invisible in these locations and enabled the casual observer to
overlook their presence.
These netted wire baskets also continued my interest in rule-based systems which has been a
conceptual underpinning for a number of years. In conjunction with the material qualities dictating where
the traps would eventually be positioned, the pieces had a variety of controlled characteristics which
determined their construction through to exhibition. Each individual form had to be completed using no
more than one entire reel of wire, they had to be completed in three sittings, they could be of similar
form but no two could share specific dimensions and finally, each one could only be positioned for thirty
days. This final rule meant that the initial forms had been positioned and already removed by the time
the final traps were completed. The employment of rules is another aspect in my use of idiosyncratic
systems which define, characterise and articulate my work. Such processes and systems form many of the
critical narratives that appear throughout my work and identify my processes of constructing knowledge
and practicing (Cochrane 165).

5.Things I Know About Your Debris
The work Things I know About Your Debris embodies the critical themes, methodologies and conceptual
underpinnings present in my previous work and in ongoing examinations. Its overt use of idiosyncratic
systems of classification, the use of collection as a concept of narrative construct, particularly in
regards to self, and methodologies of containment are all clearly present. Classification within the
Early Modern period was distinguished by systems of classification which “were dictated by the visual
qualities of objects and were subject to the whim of the collector” and this installation embodies these
concepts (Cochrane 42).
Things I know About Your Debris has
been slightly changed since it‟s
installation
The

in

Collection,

the

exhibition

The

first

Wonder;

Cabinet,

The

Container & The Trace with the addition
of a stainless steel shelf dynabolted to
the gallery wall and the inclusion of a
magnifying glass18 for the viewers more
intense scrutiny of the bottled traces.
The work comprises in total one hundred
and

forty

nine

bottled

traces

each
Fig. 11. Things I Know About Your Debris (Detail)

18

This particular magnifying glass was selected for it‟s steel finish, also for it‟s flattened end which lies perfectly within the opened book
and finally for it‟s duel magnifying properties of the actual glass.

numbered with a unique index number which corresponds to a page in the bound book offering information
regarding its description, material qualities and other relevant objective material data19.
The second part to the installation Things I Know About Your Debris is a bound book. For every
bottle exhibited it has a correlating index page which identifies each bottle‟s specific index number,
positions it into the objective categories to which it belongs, such as material, preservation, a brief
description,

processes

archeological templates

of
20

sieving

and

other

such

relevant

facts.

The

index

sheets

are

based

on

used to record found artifacts on site however the second part of each index

contained within the book proffers a reference21. These references range from the symbolic, the factual,
instructional, historical or literary citations22. The parameters
for

such

references

could

be

easily

associated

with

specific

objects, the materials they are constructed from or colour or
more obtuse and based on my idiosyncratic associations. The other
contributing factor to these references was that each one had to
be

something

of

which

I

was

previously

unaware,

making

the

project as much about collecting knowledge as collecting debris.
The
specimen,

methodology

of

object

fragments

and

classification

was

objective

defined

material

by

each

qualities:

qualities such as flora, fauna, plastic, fabric, glass, ceramic,
paper, metal and other. These sub-groups were then arranged into
19

For abbreviation tables see appendix 1.11 and 1.12
Archeological data sheet made available through PROFESSOR Diana Wood Conroy from the University of Sydney‟s PAPHOS Theatre Excavations, CYPRUS,
2006. See appendix 1.9 and 1.10
21
See 12.
appendix
1.11I Know About Your Debris
Fig.
Things
22
See appendix 1.11 and 1.12
(Detail)
20

smaller

categories,

for

example

fauna

into

insects,

reptiles,

and

mammals

and

finally

ordered

subjectively by colour. This conjunction of objective and subjective systems continues to focus and
articulate my pre-occupation with idiosyncratic methodologies, particularly in relation to collection and
cataloguing with regards to dictating narratives and illustrating sites. “These were collections designed
by

individuals

classificatory

who

were

systems

and

yet

to

were

be

stifled

guided

by

instead

by

the

introduction

“individual

of

universal

principles”

and

codification
“private

and

systems””

(Benedict Curiosity 13, Cochrane 9)
This examination and cataloguing of domestic debris is not my first such undertaking. It was in the
first installation Trace (2002) that debris was identified specifically by it‟s location within the
domestic landscape. In this early work the entire household was systematically divided up and the
occupational debris was collected, packaged and classified so as to encourage narratives which engaged
their

original

positioning

with

the

entire

site.

In

Things

I

Know

About

Your

Debris

(2007)

the

methodology was focused on debris that had been removed from its specific context through vacuuming23.
This dislocation had re-classified the debris indiscriminately into a collection articulated by the
boundaries of the vacuum bag24. Initially the entire contents of the bag were removed and placed upon a
large white tray, allowing me to tease apart the tangled conglomeration of hair and fibre, taking out a
large proportion of the individual articles which I would later bottle. Large objects immediately
apparent were separated during this initial phase, once the hair was removed.25 The remaining debris was
passed through a 6mm sieve. The materials that had passed through and those caught in the sieve were

23

The traces catalogued and classified in the piece were never intended to be individually located within the domestic landscape that was a
concept which I had employed in 2002 with an installation entitled Trace.
24
And by the reach of the vacuum
25
The hair and fur removed in the initial stages was sealed in a number of large envelopes and stored for future projects.

individually examined in small lots with identifiable objects being removed and individually bottled.
The remaining material was then passed through a 2mm sieve and the process of sorting repeated26.
Things I Know About Your Debris as with Vestiges of Domesticity continue to examine the conceptual
and methodological occupation of my work which is concerned with identifying presence through the
ineffectual traces that are below our normal level of concentration or curiosity. It is within the scraps
and debris that litter our homes where I find the most fascinating instances of presence and absence
coupled with an incredibly complex amalgamation of narratives and signifying objects. When documented
through collection and cataloguing these “traces” identify individual patterns of habitation and also
create shared dialogues which
instigate a curiosity into our own ephemeral and occupational debris.

26

The small amount of debris remaining unidentified was sealed in a plastic container and stored with the hair removed.

6. Citing The Landscape
Citing The Landscape is chronologically the earliest piece initially completed in my doctoral
programme. The work Citing The Landscape grew from a desire to return to Hill End, a site that had been
familiar to me as a child and young adolescent. In 2006 on a weeklong trip I returned to the area with
the intention of creating a cartography that was anchored in memory and recollection. Offsetting this
subjective examination of the landscape was the inclusion of specimens collected from specific positions
in each of the separate areas. I was aware that even though this was a landscape I was extremely familiar
it, had been over a decade since I had last seen it.

The

sites I chose to focus on were those I was most familiar
with, the places that had formed part of every inventory
on my stays there as a child. These included Kissing
Point

Lookout,

Bald

Hill,

Golden

Gully,

Tambaroora

fossicking grounds, the Bald Hill Mine Walking Track, the
Hill

End
28

Cemetery

General
and

the

Cemetery27,
29

Museum .

the

Hill

Throughout

End
the

Catholic
week

I

Fig. 13. Citing the Landscape (Detail)

regularly visited these sites, collecting an array of
natural samples and continuing to augment a personal photographic archive (Cochrane 142, 43).
Many months after returning from this fieldtrip the concept for Citing the Landscape took form. The
initial idea of referencing a site through tangible objects took shape and the concept of familiar
27
28
29

Also known as Tambaroora General Cemetery.
Also known as Tambaroora Catholic Cemetery.
The Museum is combined with the Hill End Visitor Centre and is managed by The National Parks and Wildlife Service.

landscapes was referenced through the objective structure of the topographical map and its dissecting
gridlines. In citing specific sites through tangible collections I am attesting to my presence in the
landscape (Cochrane 143).
Whilst the concepts and main characteristics remain unchanged the display of them in their boxed
housing has been dramatically altered. The boxes themselves have become elongated and rest individually
on the floor with the need for a separate plinth becoming obsolete. The internal shelves upon which the
bottled specimens reside has been heightened to sit closer to the underside of the glass-capping piece
allowing a less hindered viewing. Within the boxes themselves are positioned an array of small glass
bottles which contain a variety of specimens and natural artifacts from the Hill End sites. The bottles
contain

stone, earth, and floral specimens and create a palette which identifies the Hill End which is

so familiar to me. (Cochrane, 144)
Every

glass

pane

is

engraved

with

a

four-panelled

grid30

taken

as

an

exact

copy

from

the

topographical map of Hill End (Hill End 8731-1-N). Along the bottom and right hand side the precise
numbers of each dissecting grid line are recorded making it possible
to find an exact location with the map detail provided. I chose to
use the four panelled grid for two reasons; the first being it
allowed a clearer composition for viewers to negotiate the grid
referencing system, and more importantly it allowed me to illustrate
ideas of presence and absence and boundaries of the familiar and
unfamiliar. The four sections of map illustrated on these boxes
30

The concept of the grid was also reflected in the installation of the pieces within the gallery. A gridline was extended from the window in the
Fig. 14.
Universal
Reference
room so as to position them in symmetry with the forms of the building itself. This also had the effect
of mirroring
theGrid
double
hanging display
of Citing the Landscape, Untitled I (Ellen 1888) and Untitled II (Ellen 1888) giving a congruous aspect to the overall installation.

reflect the four sites from which I had actively collected and bottled natural specimens. Of the four
grid squares engraved on each of the glass lids, only the sections where samples were collected are
engraved with a detailed copy of the topographical map of Hill End. By only engraving the sections of
each map from which I collected samples I narrated the areas beyond these perimeters as unfamiliar,
existing as voids in the available information. This renders the cartography of the landscape dislocated
and isolated, articulating my subjective experience of the site. This omission and cauterising of the
represented maps enforces the concept that my narrative of the landscape is articulated by the unfamiliar
and the unknown. They exist beyond the boundaries of which my memory navigates the landscape and are
excised from negotiations between the viewer and object.
There are four sites represented in Citing The Landscape including the Bald Hill Mine Walking Track,
Kissing

Point

Lookout,

Kings

Reef

Mine,

and

the

Tambaroora

fossicking grounds. It was from these sites that I collated an
array of specimens and objects which were bottled and labeled in
situ. For each collection I recorded precise locations through
notes and photographs and included details pertaining to date and
time of collection (Cochrane 144, 145)
The bottles used for storing the collected samples were obtained on
my first day from Ted Abbott31 a local tour guide who provides them
to school groups and members of the public who come to learn gold
panning techniques. Each one has a small red sticker on the lids

31

Ted Abbott has always been closely aligned in my memories of Hill End as a long term resident
of 15.
the Citing
area he the
is always
a constant source of
Fig.
Landscape
information and advice.

through which he keeps an inventory of his stocks. My intense interest in the concept of idiosyncratic
systems goes beyond those of my own fashioning and by incorporating these pre-determined numerical
codifications I acknowledge the bottles as being generated from a classification system that existed
prior to my possession. This overlay and adoption of systems in my art-making processes allows a constant
evolution of these methodologies.

These personally meaningless and random numbers became the numerals

through which I initially recorded the individual bottles and their unique contents. Eventually the
numerals were superseded32 with the addition of labels which identified particular grid references on the
illustrated maps, allowing viewers to re-position objects back into the site. As such, each contained a
specimen and an article which has a specific citation belonging to the landscape and narrating, through
tangible objects, a concept of these sites (Cochrane 146, 147).

Fig. 16. Citing the Landscape (Detail)

32

However these original numerical labels remained to continue the connection with a prior methodology of classification and catalogue system.

7. Collecting Site
I am drawn to objects that recall private lives in the landscape and the
stories of others as much as the self. These are complex and multilayered

objects

that

exist

understandings and experiences.

as

projections

of

our

own

truths,

They reveal both of the artist and

viewer an autobiographical narrative that is imprinted with a perfume of
history (Cochrane 129-30).
Returning from the 2006 fieldwork, I had numerous bottled specimens,
sketches and journal entries, hundreds of photographic references and
several shards of coloured glass and three pieces of broken china. These
final few fragments of ceramic and glass, haphazardly collected on the
Tambaroora fossicking fields, began an epic examination and collection of
material culture during the return trip in 2007.
Collecting Site evolved from the concept of collecting an array of
debris

which

signified

occupation

or

transient

human

presence,

specifically amidst the fossicking grounds in the Tambaroora area. In my
extensive contact with this site I have always wondered at the dichotomy
between the isolation and desolation present in the landscape coupled to the extensive body of fragmented
traces of human presence and occupation. By the early 1860s the area of Tambaroora supported a population
Fig. 17. Collecting Site

of approximately two thousand residents. This is difficult to reconcile with the current desolate
landscape33 (Hill End Travel 1). Throughout Hill End and its surrounding terrain the history of human
habitation and activity is an obvious presence defining the topography and articulating the landscape.
However, my experience of Hill End is fundamentally subjective (Cochrane 147, 48).
Initially I was curious to ascertain whether I could find sections of china that would match the
shards I had already collected34. I was also intrigued with the idea of approaching the collection with a
more objective and systemized archaeological methodology. However, the reality of the landscape and the
massive scale of finds littering the area soon led to a change in my system of collection. The concept of
a small and intensely focused examination became redundant as the methodology of fossicking became the
directive. To fossick, as the Macquarie Dictionary states, is “to search unsystematically or in a small
way for mineral deposits, usually over ground previously worked” (Yallop 557). On the fossicking fields
of Tambaroora the landscape has literally been carved, shifted, sorted and transformed since mining began
in 1856. Therefore the original concept of an intense and close quartered scrutiny was adjusted to become
a process which involved scouring on foot the many ditches, grass tussocks, gravel beds, and gutters that
pock-mark the area for articles which indicated human presence.
Whilst the methodology of my specific investigation was broadened, the vigour of systematically
cataloguing the site orientation of every object collected was upheld. Every single artefact and specimen
was

fastidiously

processed

through

labelling

and

cataloguing

to

identify

the

origin

and

date

of

collection. These specimens included: one hundred and eighteen fragments of ceramics, eighty-five pieces
33

Today Hill End and it‟s surrounding districts have approximately one hundred full time residents (Hill End
SMH.com.au).
34
None of the fragments of ceramics collected in the second fieldtrip matched any of the finds from the previous
trip.

of metal, one hundred and ninety-one shards of glass and numerous natural specimens. As with Citing the
Landscape, the process of collating information on specific objects to re-position

Fig. 18. Mud Map of the Fossicking grounds

them into the landscape was meticulous. The entire exercise of collecting was divided into a number of
distinct stages and sites. There were four separate sites which I examined each being uniquely codified
and used to title each specific article catalogued. These included the fossicking area bordered to the
South and East by McMahon St, to the North and North East by Tambaroora creek and to the West by the
extent of the fossicking grounds.
These photographic representations were created by placing the collected objects directly onto a
flatbed scanner and enclosing them with a custom built frame. The internal faces of this frame were
painted a matt black and with the top of the frame sitting ten centimeters above the scanner I was able
to directly scan each individual object, artifact and specimen. The images were designed to be neither
art photographs nor museological references35; instead the blackened vacuum created by the process of
directly scanning was designed to highlight only the most forefront details. This method was designed to
reflect the process of uncovering the objects, whereby on initially identifying them scattered across the
fossiking area it was singular edges that were visible with the majority of the article buried beneath
the earth. The process of scanning allowed an incredible sharp point of detail where the actual object
touched the glass surface of the scanner but quickly lost focus as the depth of the object shifted away
from the point of contact.

35

The inclusion of promienent scale markers was considered during the process of collection but the concept of these images was concerned with
subjective narratives of human transience, narratives of presence in a now vacant landscape. To include such devices would render an objectivity
that was not pertinent to this work.
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Inv. No.
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Pres.

Preservation

Desc.
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Proc of Excav.
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BTL Size
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Cat.
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The date on which the material/ specimen/ object was recorded.

Ref. Type

The type of reference used alternated throughout this document. For example “Factual”
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Ref.
Appendix

The actual reference given in full.
1.11 Abbreviation key for Things I Know About Your Debris

Art
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Refers to that specific material/ specimen/ object in relation to an actual collection or
museum.
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Factual

Describes a specific factual facet relevant to that material/ specimen/ object.

Historical

Describes a historical context or relevancy for that particular material/ specimen/ object.

Information

Similar to factual, however, provides more that a singular piece of information relating to
that specific material/ specimen/ object.

Ingredients

Lists the actual ingredients pertaining to that particular material/ specimen/ object.

Instructions Describes a methodology of specifically employing that material/ specimen/ object.
Materials

Focus is on particular material qualities of the material/ specimen/ object.

Occupation

Lists vocations whereby that particular material/ specimen/ object is employed.

Phrase

Describes a commonly or once commonly saying in which that particular material/ specimen/
object appears.

Poetic

Includes a section of poetry employing some aspect or trait of that specific material/
specimen/ object and includes the poet and title of original prose.

Warning

Describes some form of hazard associated with that particular material/ specimen/ object.
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